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The only thing you have to do is that you have to register on the site of social bookmark than it is
easy for you to collect the resources. It is one of the latest and easy ways to collect the data online,
and you can open it from any part of the world.

Social Bookmarks

Social bookmark has icons which increase the traffic on your sites. You can buy social bookmark for
your website. As more people read your articles or open your websites and vote for it then it
increases the traffic on your site. With the help of bookmark one can save the links either privately
or publicly or you can share your links with selected people or group.

Social bookmark has a quality for judging the website which can be said as a great resource for web
browsing. One can see a large amount of traffic on these bookmarking sites. It is very useful for
storing the data.

Social Marker

Social marker is free bookmarking service site. The site is www.bookmarkingjuice.com With this site
you can submit your collections as many as you can but before this you have register on this and fill
the submission form and press the submit; here you create account as well you can save your
favorite sites .

It submit your collection automatically with top various bookmarking sites. Here you get a chance to
submit your collection on the top 50 sites. Before one uses multiple bookmarking he should be clear
about the various sites of bookmarking which are on the top. With social marker you can link with
more bookmarking sites and with this you traffic will increase automatically on your site. This will
help mor5e faster with Google.  There are many more sites like this, to which you can register and
save your collections as well.
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